
 
Location: Hangzhou, China

Role: Professional Golfer
Major responsibilities: Moving up the rankings

Demographics:
•27 years old.
•Married

Languages: Mandarin, English

Profile: As an up and coming golfer on the PGA Tour China, Wei turned professional three 
years ago. Wei is educated as as a qualified civil engineer and graduated from Zhejiang 
University of Science and Technology four years. During that period he was an impressive 
amateur golfer, qualifying for the Asia-Pacific Amateur championship in 2011 albeit not 
making the cut. 

He gave up a lucrative engineering job three years to turn professional and is now in his 
third year on the PGA Tour China. After some excellent top ten finishes he now wants to 
push on with his career and move up the rankings.

He has a powerful, if sometimes wayward drive and an excellent short game around the 
green. His putting remains a weakness. His earnings on the PGA Tour China supports him 
and his family and he also has income from other investments.

Personality: Wei is driven in every aspect of his life. He is a perfectionist and is hard on 
himself when he does not meet his high standards. However he is also a family man and 
enjoys spending time with his wife and you son.

Notable performances: Ranked 11 on on the PGA Tour China.

Spends his time: With family. Enjoys video games and Hollywood blockbusters.

Li Wei



Scenario
Li Wei has contacted you after reading your profile on Linkedin and a further recommendation from an ASPASP colleague from 
China. You agree to meet with him over Skype.

Wei is becoming increasingly frustrated with his erratic putting technique. Despite hours of practice and intensive work with his 
golfing coach he has been unable to make the improvements that he strives for. During the call he reveals to you that the 
problems are beginning to affect other aspects of his life. He is struggling to sleep and is becoming increasingly angry. He 
gives you an example in which he unfairly shouted at his young son and felt a sense of shame afterwards. You feel from all 
that he says that is experiencing a number issue with his everyday mood and wish to investigate further. He takes the BRUMs 
mood profiling test and you receive the following profile:

PLACE PROFILE HERE

Based on this information you are required to make some recommendations.

The Task

1) Reflect on the profile. What are the most pertinent issues?

2) Suggest some techniques that could improve the negative aspects of his mood.

3) Identify a psychological skills technique that could help him improve his putting.
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